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COVID-19 Integration and Coordination Group 

06 April 2020/1500 EDT 
(U) Executive Summary: 

(U) The CICG has now transitioned to Blue/Gold alternating teams, enhancing operational capacity while 

reducing personnel footprint in the building. A Silver team will soon be operational, allowing for a 

standing reserve force. For the first time, the number of individuals awaiting clearance from the Office 

of the Surgeon General surpassed the number of individuals in isolation. This pattern will likely continue 

as the OSG continues to increase its capacity to clear personnel. The CICG team has simplified the 

Workforce Update format to be more user-friendly, with the placement of key information up front, and 

recurring content available through links. 
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(U) DIA Directorate/Center Updates: 
(b)(1); Sec. 1.4(c); (b)(3):50 USC 3024(i); (b)(3):10 USC 424 

(U) NCMI: On 6 April 2020, l officer returned to work before getting clearance from the 

Surgeon General. His badge had been turned off, but the contract sectwity-g-uard-issuad 
(b)(3):10 
USC 424 

temporary badge to enter the facility. When it was discovered he had not gone through proper 

clearing procedures, he was removed from the building, and his work area was sanitized before any 

employees were allowed into that area (none had been in the area between the time the officer arrived 

and when the area was sanitized). He reported to the clinic on base for a COVID-19 test and is at home 

awaiting results. All personnel were reminded about self-isolation procedures and clearance by the OSG 

before returning to work. 
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